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An Excursion into English Prose―一

19th. Century and After。

D. Ho Williams

When l was in charge of the Library at an English CoHege for some

years l was brought face to face with three problems― ―■rst, much too

much has been printed;secondly,rnost books even by the best authors,

are much to0 1ong; thirdly, a Reading Library is something quite

distinct from a:Reference Library― the forrrler highly selective and

stilnulating, the latter comprehenive and ponderouse  l went to London

about once a month to buy books, and l visited Libraries at other

coneges and Universities, including my old University at Cambridge.

I remember the melancholy which came over rne as l passed一 一it seemed

for kilometres―一through rows of book― shelves so high that a step‐

ladder was necessary to reach the upper layers; and this in the

section devoted only to English Literature and Historyo  l remember

thinking that WiHianl Caxton's introduction of the printing― press into

England ill the 15th. century was no undiluted blessing; that the

Greeks were right, thousands of years ago, in saying that mankind

solved one problem and scaled one height only to flnd a myriad of

new heights before them; and that lBernard Shaw was at least partly

right in accusing rrlinionaires of endo、 ving libraries to confuse the

rrlinds of the people, thus preventing them from taking direct action

to put social injustices right.

This problem of proliferation is probably more acute in the English

language than in any other because English is the flrst language for

abOut 350 miHion people, and the second language for more than half

the population of the worlde  As a result, the publication of books in
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English is more numerous than in any other languagec  ln this situa‐

tion, what we all urgently need is guidance― ―forest paths, so to speak,

through the jungle of jOurnalism and labyrinth of literature. As they

say at Oxford, more and more is being written about less and less.

We must have guidance,and so we employ professional reviewers一 men

and women whose job it is to tell us something about new publications:

many of them have not the tilne to read what they review, but with

the ski1l of old professionals they probe here and there, and form an

ilnpression of a book's signincance and valueo  Bernard Shaw in his

Eυθζノbθグソ's Pθ″ヵヒα′ フ/力α′'s フアカα′ inserts, here and there, for the

benent of reviewers who haven't the tiine to read what they revievら

very short summaries of what he has written!  Serious reviews of

COntemporary literature are to be found in Tλ θ rグ解θs L夕θγαγノ S%′タル‐

2zθπ′, in the more inteHectual Sunday newspapers such as T力 θ Obsθ″υθ″

and Tttθ Sππααノ rグπθs; in rttθ Gπα″(ガαπ, considered by solme as the

best daily newspaper in England; and in various weekly or monthly

publications such as」 E2πθππ′θ″,7カθ LθπαθπゴИttgα zグπθ,1「力ι」Ⅳし″ S′α′osttπ

απグ Nα′グθπ,and so forth.  All these deal with the latest publications.

But what of the literature of the pastP  There, as Hamlet would say,

is the rub.

The literature of the past is enshrined in Histories of Literature,

English and Arnerican― the most recent and authoritative being r力 θ

Cαπb″グαgθ 」日グs′θ
`旬

ノθf Eπgノグstt Lグ ′θ″α′%γθ,whiCh is essentiaHy a work of

reference running to many volumes, compiled by a small army of

specialists in narrow ieldso ls it  really authoritativeP  Yes,  in

matters of scholarship and fact; but some of it has come under

criticisln in matters of feeling and taste. Literature, after all, is about

life; and life cannot be lived at second― hand.  Perhaps our ancient

universities are too cloistered,too much like`ivory towers'. It is worth

recalling Arnold Bennett's scathing censure of Sir Walter iRaleigh in

the chapter on Style in his Bθ θ力s απグ .Pθ″sθπs―― Raleigh at the tiine

was thought to be a leading authority at Oxford on the matter ; and it

is worth remembering that Nietzsche, hilnself a Professor of Philosophy,
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remarks in拓 ;θノθπグ Gθθα ακグEυグ′,that the people who reaHy understood

human nature were not philosophers but]Directors of large Banks.  It

is indeed extraordinary that many of our greatest writers never went

to universities, e.g.]Dickens, 
′rrOHope,Meredith,1肛 ardy, ]Kipling,Shaw,

D. H. Lawrence, Maseneld, etc。

It is from France that the best one volume history of English Lite_

rature has come in recent years, written by Legouis and Cazamian一 ―

Legouis takes the story to nlid‐ 17tho century, and Cazarrlian deals with

the next three centuries.  It is, like so many things French,humane,

incisive, sensitive, and beautifuHy written.  It is best read in the

orignal French, but Helen lrvine's translation is about as good as it

could beo The vocabulary is very wide, and the sentence construction

at tilnes complex, so students should read it in their own language if

a good translation existso  lt contains very useful bibliographies of

Lives and Commentaries of all the principal writerso  C)ther good

histories of English Literature are those by Arthur Compton‐ Rickett

and B. Ifor Evans.  Compton‐Rickett's 、vork, frequently reprinted and

revised, is well‐arranged, clear, and fairly sirrlple; it contains many

extracts from the various workS he discusses.  Ifor Evans brings a

Celtic warmth to his assessments 一― perhaps it is for that reason he

inds Matthew Arnold cold in his classic restraint.  Apart frorrl the

various histories of literature, there are of course very many publica‐

tions dealing with particular periods of literature, or 、vith particular

aspects or strands such as the E)rama, the Novel, Heroic Poetry and

so forth ―一 their number is indeed legiono  These vary enormously in

value and quality,even more so in America than in England; and l have

often felt that ¬re need not only Guides to literature, but Guides to

Guides!

Let us take a feⅥ r examples.  Arnong the best of the conllnentaries

in a chosen ield is David Cecil's Eα γ″ yグθ′θγグαπノⅥ,υθノグs′so He is a

professor in the Faculty of iEnglish Literature at Oxford; but he had

the enormous advantage of being a son of a Marquess of Salisbury,

with aH the stirnulation of the briHiant and interesting set 、vhich
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gathers at Hatield]House, and in London.(ChurChill, as a grandson of

a Duke of Marlborough, also had these special advantages). Then G.

K. Chesterton, with his very original IIlind, was not only an author in

his own right but an exciting guide to William Cobbett, Dickens,Shaw

and otherso  Then Bernard Darwin's Dグ θ力θ%s has great charm and
sensitive insight; for most Of his life he was the Golf Correspondent

of `「力θ 7レ観 s which brought hiln into contact with a wide circle of men

and women and one cannot help feeling that this non‐ acadelnic ex_

perience broadened his humanity and made hiln a far truer interpreter

of I)ickens than the professional commentator, such as G. Wo Chapman

who died recentlyo  Chapman was a professor at Cambridge, and an

authority on Jane Austen.  As far as facts and igures go, he leaves

nothing to be desired, but one gets the ilnpression of being``cribb'd,

cabined, and cOnined'' by them. Peter Quennen writes with verve

about Laurence Sterne, ]Byron, and others; Hesketh Pearson is good on

C)scar Wilde, but less cOnvincing on Shaw; then there is Edmund

Blunden on Shelley一 but the list is endless.   Every writer of distinc‐

tion attracts a swarm of commentators, and one is irresistibly renlinded

of the 01d saying that ``]Big fleas have little fleas upon their backs to

bite `enl, and little neas have lesser fleas, and so on αググπ′πグ′π22zノ ''

What, then, shOuld one dO in this situation where there is not only

a forest of literature, but a glut of guides as wellP There is no silnple

reply, but there are three considerations of importanceo  The ■rst is a

question―一why are we reading literature at allP Is it for amusement,

or self¨ improvement, or both P Or is it for some other speciflc purpose

such as historical research, or professional qualiflcation. It is essential

to be clear in One's nlind about this point, otherwise an excursion into

literature will be a `Inouch', an ailnless, drifting walk.  Secondly, we

must avoid the all too common nlistake of imagining that great writers

are good all the tilne, and that everything they wrote is Ⅵ「orth reading.

That Hlistake tends tO be fostered by the one volume history of English

literature which is invariably termed ``short'' and which is invariably

very long! Yet, in fact, the subject is so wide that the so‐ caHed short
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history is indeed brief, selective, and exclusiveo  The great names are

all there, and all their works, to the exclusion of secondary writers

whose best books may well be better than the lesser works of the

greato  Furthermore, as David Cecil has pointed out, great novelists

of the 19the century are often at their best and worst in the same

book; and asl withOut exception, an their books are much too long,

how much better it would be ifthey were an pruned, and cut perhaps

by a half! The third consideration in our approach to literature ■ows

from the second― 一―namely, that the best works by secondary writers

are 、vorth attentiono  A secondary writer is not a second¨ rate writer,

but someone who has written perhaps only one or two outstanding

books; or alternatively, someone who is not quite a creative artist yet

can teH a story supremely weH一―for example, lBlackmore, Gosse, Lady

RusseH, Wilkie CoHins, Baroness C)rczy, VacheH, Conan Doyle, and

many, rrlany others.

If we get these three points clear and settled in our rrlinds, then we

can approach literature in, at least, an inteHigent wayo We must next

decide whether we wish to make a study of a particular period such

as the Regency, the early, mid, or late Victorian, Edwardian period

etc。 ; or some outstanding event such as a war or revolution; or follow

a thread or theme throughout the years such as the English conntryside

and life, boyhood and so one A period study is rewarding but requires

considerable knoⅥ″ledge of the social and econorrlic background to make

it soo   For example, who would believe that David Copperield is

living not only in the same world butin the same town as the Marquis

of Steyne, or that(Э liver′rwist asking for more to eat at his wretched

POor Law lnstitution is co‐ existent with Archdeacon Glrantly breakfast‐

ing sumptuously at Barchester, or with ルIajor Pendennis dining at his

C)lub. Yet Dickens, 
′rhackeray, and TroHope, were contemporaries一 in

a society of vicious extremes. Only a knowledge of history can make

it an believable.

The study of an outstanding event is lnore interesting in French

Russian Literature than in English, the reason being perhaps that

ａｎｄ
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has never evOked great literature in]England, and that revolutions have

been rare and unsuccessful.  If we take the tremendous upheaval of

the French Revolutionary and NapoleoniC Wars we have nothing to

show in comparison with Tolstoi's フ/α″απグ Pθαθθ, but on a secondary

level we have Dickens' 7乃 θ Tαル げ r″θ cグガθs which breathes the

atmosphere Of the twO capitals far more effectively than a histOry

can,and 、「hich, θ% クαも、π′as it were, gives us one of the most lovable

and original tragic heroes in Sydney Carton ―  the lie direct, so tO

speak, to Aristotle and the Greek conception.  Then there is that

excellent stOry rヵ θ sθα″ル′Pグ解′θ″πθ′by Baroness Orczy,a Hungarian

aristocrat who did not begin to learn English until she was 15, but

who later Ⅵzrote all her b00ks in English, settled in England and

married an Englishnlan.  Her work appeared both as a Play and as a

Novel in the same year, and was an irrlrnediate success; the plot is

very skilful, the characterization of Sir Percy and Lady Blakeney, of

Me Chauvelin the French JLInbassador, and others, is silnple but

delicate; above all, there is atmosphere.  Then again there are{Conan

Doyle's4αυθπ′π″θsげ βγグgα (力ιγ Gθ″αγα which,in some ways,are better

than his more famous Sherlock Hollnes detective stories where the

author is obliged to end on an anti_climax nOte by having to explain

how the thing was done.  There is more humour in Gerard, an old

soldier drinking his wine and telling his stories of derring‐ do in the

days of Napoleon, with a thinly… veiled admiration of hilnselfo He tells

the stories of his youth with great gusto and colour.

The next great war was World War l, but the great books came to

us frolYl abroado The outstanding work was Rerrlarque's4〃 Oπグθ′θπ

′力θフアιs′θγπ FTθπ′which,by lningling the poetic with the brutal,brought

out the bestiality of war as nothing else could 一一 the title itself is a

key to the booko   Remarque was a Prussian omcer but of French

descent, and he brings a Gallic sensitivity to his German experiences.

The conclusion of the book typifles the theme 一― the young soldier,

having lost his faith and his innocence in the slaughter‐ house of war,

stretches out his hand to catch a butter■ y one early morning, and is
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shot by a sniper when an is quiet on the Western Front.  Then, from

AIIlerica came Cθ 銘撃物
“
ッ ストーa conection of very strong,and sorrletiIIles

beautiful, short stories; and Henlingway's epic,  4 6Qγ attθ′ノ′θ 4″ηド.

From the German Jewish COmmunity came rヵ θ cαsθ (√ Sθ″多α″

G″グsθtt by Arnold Zweig一一t∞ long,but in its way a 面 nor classic 一

we see the helplessness of the individual in face of  ilnpersonal

government organizations, as well as the helplessness of the kindly‐

disposed people in those organizationso  ln England the best known

works about World War l are ルπ″π¢ノ'S Eπグ by Re Co Sherri∬ , which

was a Play; and Ernest Rayrrlond's Tθ 〃 EπgJαπグ.  Both are rather

sentilnentalized accounts of hOW the clean‐cut, upper class, young

Englishmen from the Public Sch∞ ls met the awful chaHenge of life

and death on the bloody ■elds of Franceo  Then there are Edmund

Blunden's びπαθγ′θπθsげ  彫 ″ and Siegfried Sassoon's Mcη ηグγs θ√απ

幼 πιγν 6ソ万θθ″, bOth of which have a poetic quality.

Great events tend to produce ``clusters''of books, and before leaving

this topic let us remember a few of the 、vriters in the period which

we are considering一一the 19tho Century and After一 ―Ⅵrho belong to this

period but who wrote, for the most part, of great events outside it.

There is Sir Walter Scott,who could write so very wen,but 、vho would

be so much the better if he were so much the briefer一 ―a case for the

axeman rather than the pruner!And let us not forget Harrison Ainsworth

despite his incurable ilnmaturity; or Stanley Weyman一 一both of whom

had very considerable descriptive powers and a feeling for the past,

although neither had the power and genius of ]Dumas or Hugo.  Then

there is that little classic of its kind, Thθ  几物′グηノ απグ Piπα′グιαノ Sθグzπγθ

q√ ″。M_S。 』;θππ′ノ, usuaHy referred to as The Mutiny of the Bounty,

by Sir John Barrow whiCh of course is a true story, and one of the

most remarkable, in the the history of the British Navy.

Now let us follow a single thread or theme in the Prose of this

period一―boyhood and youtho  Here we need an experienced guide, and

really only those who have read widely can act as guides.  Boys have

received much greater attention in English literature than girls― 一and

probably that is the case in a11 literatureso Perhaps one reason is that
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the boy is expected to be an adventurer,a creator of new worlds, while

the girl is expected to be the preserver of the home,of things as they

are.  Both have an indispensable function; but a little later in life,

when girls becorne marriageable, they have more than their fair share

of literary and public attention.  Jane Austen's novels swarnl with

eligible girls as do the B)rontё s'。   I)ickens is never reany happy with

them but they are certainly there. They are proΠ linent in Thackeray's

works, and of course in George Eliot's, as well as in Meredith's and

Hardy'so  The best study of a very young girl is said to be found in

Charlotte Brontё 's Jttπθ Eノγθ WhiCh is perhaps One of the rrlost readable

books ever written.  The book has a universal appeal because it is an

account of strength and weakness―and we are all,at one or lnore stages

of our lives, in a position of weakness.  Jane Eyre as an un、vanted

orphan in her aunt's house,and then in that dreadful so― caHed Christian

lnstitution at Lowood, is in a position of desperate defencelessness.

And the brave little defence she puts up against her odious aunt and

cousins, and then at Lowood, is a wonderful revelation of the spirit

and courage of a little girl; later on as a young woman her courage

was to stand her in good stead ill face of the insolence and arrogance

which sometilnes goes with wealth.  If we turn to I)ickens 、ve ind

hiln at his best in his portraits of young, innocent lads; and Of

eccentricse  lt Πlight be kinder to forget `「 力θOノグ C%γグθsグ′ノ S力θク With

its over― sentilnentalised picture of Little]NeH, but we would do weH to

read the flrst quarter of{G″ θα′E″クιθ′α′グθκs which contains a charlning

picture of a country boy,Pip,as well as a vivid little study of a young

girl, Estella,living with that rnost eccentric of women, ]MIiss Havisham。

Then there is that sympathetic and penetrating study of girlhood in

George Eliot's r力 θMこノノ θπ ′力θ FIossメ  Maggie Tuniver's desire to be

Queen of the Gypsies, and the steps she takes to become ``Queen", is

entirely authentic and typica1 0f the highly iinaginative lnind of a

clever little girl.From America came Louisa Mo AHcott'sLグ チカ診 7θηzθπ

which,dcspite its title, had very large sales, and which has earned a

niche in T力 θ Oχ此フ″グ Cθπ″ πグθπ ′θ Eη g′グs力 ニタθ″α′%γθ. Then in this
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century there was that remarkable book about children of both sexes,

五πg力 T″
″
グπググπル ηηグθα by Richard Hughes which has been described

as prilnal and flendish, as if Swift had written /[ノグθθ's Aグυθπ′πγθs グπ

フ/θπグθγノαπグノ

The best account of a young boy's feelings and thoughts is said to

be found in the■ rst 200 pages or s0 0f Dickens' Dα υググ Cψ θγガθノご

which is something of a veiled autobiography.  His surerings at the

hands of his step‐relations, and his wretched school; his early years in

London with the farrlily of TИ ro Micawber, that most lovable of failures;

and his walk to Dover to his aunt, Betsy Trotwood and the airrliably‐

mad Mro I)ick一 ―these are some Of the best things that I)ickens ever

wrote.  But Oノグυθγ 71ッグs′  also contains some of the best in Dickens,

and a strong and erective denunciation of public ``charity'', pauper

schools and cheap apprenticeships is none the less erective by being

liIIlited to description. Unfortunately melodrama gains the upper hand。

In ハ屹ε力θノαs A〃θルノθタノ]Dickens attacks the cheap private schools for boys

so common in the 19th. century; the school in question is caned

Dotheboys HaH,which of Course means Do(or cheat)‐ the_boys,where

the Head or Principal governs through cruelty and starvation.

Following the thread of boyhood and youth, we may turn aside from

iction for the moment to twO quite remarkable autobiographies by John

Stuart Min and Edmund Gosse.  Both are very readable and quite

exceptional because both had remarkable fathersヽ Ⅳho seemed to justify

the belief that inadness is very close to genius. Mill's JLπ ′θbグθgπαタカノ

clearly shows that his father regarded his son's lnind as a receptacle

for all knowledge; accordingly be began to give his son, from the age

Of 6 0r so, what amo■ lTlts tO a university education, at home.  The

games, friendships, and pleasures of youth were a closed book to the

father 、vho thOught that fevら  if any, of the pleasures of life were

worth their price.  Not unnaturany the boy Surered a nervous break‐

down in early manhood. Gosse's father regarded his son as a receptacle

for his own quite fantastic reHgious beliefs, and the account of this

indoctrination in ミQ′力θγ απグ Sθπ (the Only classic Gosse wrote)iS ex_
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traordinary.  Perhaps the most remarkable thing about both these

biographies is that parents, in those days, seemed to regard their

children as their own personal propertyo   Min and Gosse managed to

survive the ordeal, and lived to teH the tale; but one wonders how

many thousands of others succumbed, in one way or another.  George

Meredith in T力 θ O″グθαノθ′ IIグθttαγグ Jttυθ″θノ also gives an account of a

boy brought up and educated by his father, a wealthy and conceited

baronet, who distrusted the schools of his day.  Meredith is by no

means' `everybody's cup of tea'as the saying goes,and both the author

and the book are at tilnes as tiresome as the baronet in question.   It

is however against this general background of education as seen through

the eyes of]Dickens,MiH,Gosse, and Meredith, that one should consider

Shaw's llnpatience with all forHlal education which we flnd in his

P″の物θθs where amongst other things he says that Tom Paine(the 18th.

century radical thinker)was the ideal father一 ―Paine fed, clothed, and

housed his children, but smacked thenl whenever they came near him!

In other words he did not interfere w■th their minds or feelings。

A great deal has been written about the Public Schools of England,

which, despite their title, are the most expensive and exclusive schools

in the countryo  Their condition in the 18th. century was deplorable,

and it is generally conceded that Thomas Arnold,who was Headmaster

of ]Rugby from 1828 until his death in 1842, gave them a new lease

of life by introducing ``respectability'' into these boarding institutionse

He seems, alinost unaware, to have made two discoveries一 一the ■rst

was that aristocratic manners can be combined with nliddle‐class morals

and Πlinds.(Later in the century,Queen victoria personined this fusion

to perfection一一if perfection is the right word).  His SecOnd discovery

was that the average boy of 17 0r 18 cOuld be turned into a prig, if

he is paid the price一一the price being power. Hence his very successful

Prefect System.Dean Stanley'sLグ診απグ Cθ′7θspθπ
`ル

徽9θ 6デ D″・五γπθブリ

is the standard work一―much tOo long, but in fairness to Arnold, some

of his letters should be reado Stanley was a boy at iRugby under Arnold

and was the `little Arthur' of rθπ B″θ紗″s Sθ力θθノααys by Thomas
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Hughes, a highly sentilnentalized but the best known school story of

the last centuryo  Leaving prose for a moment we should also read

RπgタノCん″〉θ′by Matthew Arnold which puts his father's ideals in a

iner light, as weH as one or two chapters, which are still worth

reading, fronl his Cπ ノ′πγθ απグ ノレη″εカノ where we flnd the famous

division of the lEnglish social structure into three categories, Barbarians

(the aristOcracy), PhiliStines (the Πliddle class), and Populacee  This

provided ToC. Worsley with the title for his sincere and quite searching

analysis of Arnold and the Public Schools一 ―his五陀″うαγグα2術 απごPカグノグs′グπθs

is still worth reading.   But some years before that ]Lytton Strachey

had published his E鶴 グπθπ′ yグθ′θγグαtt n7ith One chapter on Arnold,

and few people could survive his elegant but acid irony一 ―his victilFls,

if they are not dead, become historical cripples。

C)ther good stories about boyhood and schools are r力θ ttπノノ by

VacheH, dealing with Harrow, Churchill's old school ―  Edwardian

England springs to life again, and life was very good in those days for

the fortunate and the few.  An unusual little book about another school,

Wellington Conege, is that by Ro Sto Co Talboys, who spent much of

his life there一 一ノ4yグθ′θγグαπ sθ力θθノhas something of the atmosphere of

a Logan Pearsan SIlith publication, delicate to the point of fastidious‐

nesso R/1uch stronger, alinost brutal by contrast, is Bruce Marshan's

very ⅥreH written Gθ θγgθ Bγθωπ's Sθ力θθιdαノs, an obvious skit on Tom

Brown and E)ro Arnold's educational views, but by no means linlited

tO them. He can understand the feelings and sureringS of a sensitive

boy in the closed corrlinunity of a boarding sch001; just as, lnany years

before hiln, Rudyard Kipling showed in his S′ α;hν απグCθ .that he could

understand the lllixture of the anirnal and the chivalrous in the young

male.   Kipling must be one of the most masculine writers that ever

lived; both his prose and poetry have been widely nlisunderstood, and

it is to be hoped that he will be given his rightful place in literature

as one of the most original of Writers in his feeling, thought, and

style.

To descend fron■ the sublime to the ridiculous,wc should read Evelyn
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Waugh's Dθθ″πθ απグ Jb′′ which is a hilariously amusing satire on

private schools, ancient universities, modern psychology, the rich― 一old

and new, and indeed about alinost everything under the upper‐ class

sun in Englando  Apart fronl these fun length books, there are many

short stories, for example by Katherine Mansield, D. H. Lawrence,

and others, containing memorable portraits of one or more facets of the

young or very younge And there are many essays― 一one which springs

to nlind is entitled “what ]BOys Read'' which is to be found in George

Orwell's Cγタグθα′ Essαys, and which is a minor revёlatiOn in its way。

Then, of cOurse, there are an enormous number of b00ks which are

written for boys and girls, which make no pretensions tO being good

literature, but which nevertheless may serve a useful purpose in prepar¨

ing the ground, as it were, `for the shape of things to come'。

The thread we have fOnowed is endless――probably in an literatures;

and is only one of a hundred threads which could be foHowed. It is

given here merely as an example of one approach to literature.  And

literature is wOrth approaching.  Locked within literature are worlds

within worlds, excitement and beauty. But one must have a key。




